
 

 

 

Servicing Transfers (SVT) due to GSE Non-Performing Loan (NPL) Sales Job Aid 

The MHA Program Administrator (“MHA-PA”) requires a record of each SVT in the HAMP System of Record for 

movement of program participation cap, including specific AAA procedures for Non-SPA servicers. As part of GSE Non-

Performing Loan (“NPL”) Sales, an SVT, including a AAA, is necessary upon transfer to the Non-GSE investor category for 

a loan that is currently designated as a GSE loan in the HAMP System of Record.   

For purposes of an SVT, the investor category provided as part of the SVT deal set-up must match the investor for the 

loan in the HAMP System of Record. 

MHA-PA requests that servicers follow the guidance below for NPL recordkeeping in the HAMP System of Record.  This 

process applies only to SPA servicers which are the transferor servicer as part of an NPL sale. 

Process Steps: 

1. Transferor servicer (“Transferor”) notifies MHA-PA of NPL deal via servicer’s assigned SIT Lead. 

2. Deal upload process:  

A. Option 1 - File Upload: Transferor reports SVT Deal Setup as a Non-GSE deal for all the loans in the NPL 

deal (regardless if they were ever reported into IR2) using an SVT Reason Code of “Repurchasei”. 

1. Transferor prepends “NPL” to transferor's loan number for each loan in the deal loan list prior to 

upload. (Example, NPL12345) 

B. Option 2 - BKFS Manual Upload: Transferor reports SVT Deal Setup as a Non-GSE deal for all the loans in 

the NPL deal (regardless if they were ever reported into IR2) using an SVT Reason Code of “Standard 

Transferii”.  

1. Transferor prepends “NPL” to transferor's loan number for each loan in the deal loan list prior to 

upload. (Example, NPL12345) 

3. Transferor and Transferee execute the AAA and submit to MHA-PA. SVT and Cap Management will follow the 

standard process after this point. 

Additional Notes/Pre-Conditions: 

1. The GSE HAMP loan in the HAMP System of Record will remain under the Transferor for purposes of reporting. 

2. If a 2MP was modified due to a match to a GSE HAMP loan, such 2MP will not be eligible for reinstatement if any 

future non-GSE HAMP activity occurs with regard to the same loan. 

3. All loans requested as part of an NPL SVT deal set-up are expected to be in an “End of Life” State (Cancelled or 

Disqualified).  Any active loan must be removed from the deal. 

 

i Repurchase transfer reason code will be used as a temporary solution until a system enhancement can be deployed to add NPL as a transfer 

reason code. 
ii  If Servicer submits NPL Service Transfer Deal as ‘Standard Transfer’, MHA Servicing Transfer team will manually change to ‘Repurchase’. 

                                                           


